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IMPORTANT  DECISIONS

Accident - Claim confined to Rs.3 lakhs due to inability to deposit Court fee
- Appellant expressed that in case he is entitled to get more than Rs.3 Lakhs he is
ready to deposit deficient Court fee - Limiting claim of appellant to Rs.3 lakhs
cannot come into way in awarding higher compensation. (S.C.) 161

Accident - Death of one of the three riders on a motor cycle - May be
violation of law but such violation not contributory negligence unless it is established
that his very act of riding along with two others, contributed either to the accident
or the impact of the accident upon the victim. (S.C.) 297

Accident - Family arrangement by which wife of deceased relinquished her
share in favour of her in-laws and got certain properties in lieu thereof - Not a
ground to deny compensation to wife - Internal family matter of parties does not
affect award of compensation. (S.C.) 172

Acquittal of accused - Prosecution of I.O. and witnesses - No material on
the basis of which it could possibly be said that course of investigation was
deliberately twisted or changed to confer an advantage on the accused - Order to
prosecute I.O. and witnesses set aside. (S.C.) 244

Agreement of marriage - Such type of marriage is not recognised in law.
(S.C.) 221

Agreement to sell - Further agreement to sell by vendee - Suit for specific
performance by subsequent vendee against vendee and vendor - No privity of
contract between vendor and subsequent vendee - Subsequent vendee cannot seek
specific performance against vendor. (S.C.) 231

Agreement to sell - Further agreement to sell by vendee - Use of term
`name proposed by vendee' in agreement in between vendor and vendee refers to a
nominee to be proposed at the time of execution of sale deed and not a subsequent
assignee/vendee. (S.C.) 231

Anticipatory bail - Condition not to leave India without permission of Court
- Condition not altogether to be deleted but can be regulated - Trial Court to deal
with the application seeking permission, as expeditiously as possible. (S.C.) 216

Anticipatory bail - Factors to be kept in mind while granting anticipatory
bail : (a) application should be based on concrete facts; (b) application can be filed
even before FIR is filed; (c) Court depending on the seriousness to issue notice to
public prosecutor and obtain facts, even while granting limited interim anticipatory
bail; (d) Court not obliged to impose conditions limiting relief in terms of time, or
upon filing of FIR, or recording of statement of any witness, by the police, during
investigation or inquiry, etc.; (e) Court to consider nature of offence, role of person,
likelihood of his influencing the course of investigation, likelihood of fleeing justice;
(f) Courts would be justified to impose conditions; (h) Courts ought to be generally
guided by considerations such as the nature and gravity of offences, role attributed
to applicant, and facts of the case, while considering whether to grant anticipatory
bail, or refuse it; (i) Special conditions to be imposed should be dependent on facts
of the case; (j) Anticipatory bail granted can, depending on conduct and behavior
of accused, continue after filing of charge sheet till end of trial; (k) Anticipatory
bail should be confined to a offence or incident; (l) Order of bail does not limit or
restrict the rights of police to investigate; (m) Observations in Sibbia regarding
"limited custody" or "deemed custody" to facilitate the requirements of investigative
authority, would be sufficient for purpose of fulfilling the provisions of S.27 of
Evidence Act - In such event, there is no question (or necessity) of asking accused
to separately surrender and seek regular bail; (n) "if and when occasion arises, it
may be possible for the prosecution to claim benefit of S.27 of Evidence Act; (o)
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In case of violation of any term police or investigating agency can seek arrest of
accused; (p) Court concerned is the Court which grants anticipatory bail, in the
first instance; (q) Correctness of order granting bail, can be considered by appellate
or superior Court. (S.C.) 335

Anticipatory bail - Granted subject to deposit of Rs.1.50 lakhs in FDR in
the name of wife - Accused discharged of all the offences - It is appellant and not
wife who is entitled to withdraw the amount of fixed deposit. (S.C.) 287

Anticipatory bail - Law as to : An application for anticipatory bail can be
filed at a stage before an FIR is filed or a stage when FIR is registered or at a stage
after investigation is concluded - Anticipatory bail should not invariably be limited
to a fixed period - Normal conditions u/s 437(3) and 438(2) should be imposed - In
special circumstances Court can limit tenure of anticipatory bail. (S.C.) 335

Appeal - Non-appearance of appellant - Court has no power to dismiss
appeal on merits. (S.C.) 082

Appeal - On death of accused appeal does not abate when there is composite
sentence of imprisonment and fine. (S.C.) 558

Arbitration - Appointment of sole arbitrator - Person interested in outcome
or decision of dispute has no power to appoint a sole arbitrator. (S.C.) 474

Arbitration - Counter claim - Whether it falls beyond scope of reference to
arbitration and such other related questions are to be determined only during enquiry
- To reject the counter claim at the threshold on the ground that Arbitrator has no
jurisdiction would not be proper. (S.C.) 460

Arbitration award - Setting aside - Adducing evidence - If there are matters
not contained in record and are relevant to determine the issues then it may be
brought to the notice of the Court by way of affidavits filed by both parties.

(S.C.) 094

Attachment order u/s 146(1) Cr.P.C - Can only be proceeded with after
an order is passed u/s 145(1) Cr.P.C. (S.C.) 190

Bail - Offence alleged grave and serious and several cases pending against
accused - These factors by themselves not a basis for refusal of prayer for bail.

(S.C.) 211

Bank - Net Banking fraud - Siphoning of Rs.Thirty lakhs - School never
approached bank for net banking facility - Account of school tagged with personal
account of school principal - Bank rendered themselves liable by enabling net banking
facility by linking the individual account of School's Principal to the School's account.

(S.C.) 139

Cancellation of bail - Bail can be cancelled when it was granted ignoring
relevant material indicating prima facie involvement of accused or it was granted
taking into account irrelevant material which has no relevance to question of grant
of bail. (S.C.) 588

Charge - Alteration/addition of charge - Court can alter or add charge even
after completion of evidence arguments and reserving of judgment. (S.C.) 804

Compromise decree - Compromise decree comprising immovable property
other than which is the subject matter of suit or proceeding requires registration,
although any decree or order of a Court is exempted from registration.

(S.C.) 525

Consumer - Beneficiary of services, other than insured is a consumer under
the Act. (S.C.) 610

Consumer - Delay of 150 days in filing first appeal - Delay not so alarming
- Delay condoned. (S.C.) 308

x
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Consumer - Insurance claim - Accidental loss - Damage of truck in fire in
the night of 01/02.06.2009 and intimation was given to Insurance Company on
03.06.2009 - If no immediate notice was given to police there was no infraction on
part of insured - There was thus, no justification for National Commission to
reduce claim to extent of 60% of IDV (insured's Declared Value) of vehicle - Order
of National Commission set aside. (S.C.) 812

Consumer - Insurance claim - Non-communication of terms and conditions
of insurance policy to insured - Not open to insurer to rely upon exclusionary
clause of policy. (S.C.) 638

Contraband - Personal search - S.50 of NDPS Act not complied with - For
non compliance of S.50 of the Act no benefit can be extended so as to invalidate
the effect of recovery from the search of vehicle. (S.C.) 328

Cross-objection - Even if original appeal is withdrawn or is dismissed in
default and party had submitted that they were not interested to revive the appeal,
cross-objections are to be decided on merits and in accordance with law.

(S.C.) 796

Cross-objections - Tenable only if appeal is validly tenable. (S.C.) 796

Discharge - Application cannot be dismissed on the ground that earlier an
application to quash prosecution was dismissed as consideration for deciding both
the applications is different. (S.C.) 103

Dishonour of cheque - Conviction - Matter compromised in Lok Adalat
during pendency of appeal - Cheque, issued in pursuance of such compromise,
dishonoured - Dishonour of cheque gave rise to cause of action u/s 138 of NI Act
- Order quashing complaint set aside. (S.C.) 065

Dishonour of cheque - Production of account books/cash book to prove
the amount due - May be relevant in civil suit but not so in a case u/s 138 of N.I.
Act as presumption is raised in favour of holder of cheque. (S.C.) 433

Dishonour of cheque - Security cheque - Once accused admits issuance
of cheque which bears his signature, there is presumption that there exists a legally
enforceable debt or liability - Accused is required to lead evidence that entire amount
due and payable to the complainant was paid. (S.C.) 500

Dishonour of cheque - Signature on cheque not disputed - Plea that cheque
was removed from his office table - Not convincing nor the same is supported by
any evidence - Statutory presumption not satisfactorily rebutted - Accused rightly
convicted. (S.C.) 192

Dishonour of cheque - Use of word `May' in S.148 of NI Act - It is
generally to be construed as a "rule" or "shall" - Not to direct to deposit by appellate
Court is an exception for which special reasons are to be assigned. (S.C.) 321

Domestic Violence - Before issuing notice, Court has to be prima facie
satisfied that there are instances of domestic violence. (S.C.) 278

Domestic violence - Relatives of husband - No specific allegations as to
how relatives of husband have caused acts of domestic violence - Criminal case of
domestic violence against them quashed. (S.C.) 278

Evidence - Discrepancy in evidence - Does not make it a case of no evidence.
(S.C.) 595

Ex parte decree - Defendant cannot be deprived of the statutory remedy
merely on the ground that application filed U.O.9.R.13 CPC was earlier dismissed.

(S.C.) 272

FIR - Cognizable offence - Preliminary inquiry before registration of FIR -
Once officer recording FIR is prima facie satisfied as to allegations disclosing a

ixxi
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cognizable offence, he can proceed against accused even without conducting any
inquiry. (S.C.) 013

FIR - Quashing - FIR on the basis of same matter which was involved in
civil suit - FIR registered on the basis of sole opinion of handwriting expert in the
civil suit that receipts are forged - FIR quashed. (S.C.) 532

Food Adulteration - Offence of misbranding - Charge of adulteration not
made - Accused has even then right to obtain a second opinion from Central
Laboratory u/s 13 of the Act. (S.C.) 435

Gratification - Does not only mean monetary gratification - It can be
gratification of money, gratification of power, gratification of lust etc. etc.

(S.C.) 281

Inconsistency between evidence of eye witnesses and medical evidence
- Four fire arms shots hit the deceased on head as per eye witnesses - As per
doctor there were only two entry wounds - Court has to go by the statement of
doctor as prosecution did not pray that doctor be declared a hostile witness -
Acquittal calls for no interference. (S.C.) 295

Insurance claim - Insurance policy - Two constructions possible -
Construction which is beneficial to insured should be accepted. (S.C.) 724

Insurance claim - Theft of motor vehicle - FIR lodged immediately - Delay
in intimating to Insurance company - Not a ground to deny the claim of insured.

(S.C.) 266

Maintenance u/s 125 Cr.P.C. - Alteration or review of maintenance order
- Magistrate is empwoered to cancel or vary maintenance order - Embargo contained
in S.362 Cr.P.C. is clearly relaxed in proceeding u/s 125 Cr.P.C. (S.C.) 773

Maintenance u/s 125 Cr.P.C. - Plea of nullity of marriage - Remarriage
performed during pendency of appeal filed against decree of divorce - Re-marriage
not nullity as appeal was filed after expiry of limitation to file appeal - Order to pay
interim maintenance restored. (S.C.) 548

Mediation - Order in terms of settlement agreement - Order is executable
irrespective of fact whether Settlement Agreement is with respect to the properties
which was/were not the subject matter of the proceedings before the Court.

(S.C.) 001

Mediation - Parties to explore amicable settlement including disputes which
are not subject matter of proceedings before Court. (S.C.) 001

Motor vehicle accidents - Recourse to both under Indian Penal Code and
Motor Vehicles Act is permissible. (S.C.) 068

Motor Vehicles - Claim petition by borrower of motor cycle, which met
with accident, against owner and insurance company is not maintainable.

(S.C.) 601

Motor Vehicles - Claim of compensation by major married and earning
sons - They are entitled to claim compensation. (S.C.) 509

Prevention of Corruption - Sanction for prosecution - Retirement from
service - Sanction for prosecution not required. (S.C.) 175

Quashing of complaint - Necessary ingredients incorporated in the
complaint - - Order quashing complaint, set aside. (164)

Record of rights - Unauthorized occupants have no right to seek an entry
in Record of Rights and any entry which is unlawfully made is liable to be deleted.

(S.C.) 031

Rent & Eviction - Bona fide need - Landlord doing wholesale business of
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cloth - Landlord, his wife and two children experiencing hardship - When landlord
is not having other alternative premises then bona fide need of landlord has to be
accepted. (S.C.) 405

Rent & Eviction - Bona fide need - Tenant, if evicted, will face hardship -
However, hardship faced by landlord would be greater if the premises is not released
to the landlord. (S.C.) 405

Rent & Eviction - Family settlement - Settlement in favour of son - Title
thus acquired cannot be called in question by tenant when owner admittedly was
his landlord and he does not claim to be the landlord. (S.C.) 405

Rent & Eviction - Non payment of arrears of rent - Striking off defence -
Not mandatory but discretionary - It depends on contumacious or deliberate default.
(Delhi Rent Control Act, 1958, S.15(7). (S.C.) 104

Rent & Eviction - Re-induction of tenant after re-construction - Statement
by counsel for landlord - Landlord cannot be allowed to resile from the statement
made by his counsel when such statement is an unequivocal statement made by his
counsel to espouse his cause and it is not the case of landlord that he had not
instructed his counsel not to make such a statement - Tenant directed to be
reinducted - Directions issued. (S.C.) 580

Rent & Eviction - Sub letting - Onus to prove sub letting is on landlord.
(S.C.) 567

Rent & Eviction - Sub letting of a part of the tenanted premises - Gives
right to eviction from the whole premises. (S.C.) 554

Return of petition for presentation in proper Court - Representation of
petition in Court indicated in the order of return - Cannot be considered as a fresh
filing in all circumstances when, it is returned to the plaintiff for such representation.

(S.C.) 184

S.92 CPC - Applies when a suit is filed against a Trust and not when suit is
filed by a Trust. (S.C.) 714

Sale deed - Presence of purchaser at the time of registration of sale deed -
Not a necessity. (S.C.) 227

Service - There can be no reservation of a solitary post. (S.C.) 411

Service - Appointment - Juvenile - Registration of criminal case in the past
- Charges not proved - Even if allegations were found to be true, then too respondent
could not have been deprived of getting a job on the basis of such charges as the
same had been committed while he was juvenile. (S.C.) 080

Service - Disciplinary proceedings are not quasi criminal in nature.
(S.C.) 219

Service - Dismissal - Full fledged enquiry not held by Enquiry Officer -
Order of removal of respondent was rightly set aside by High Court.

(S.C.) 143

Service - Transfer order - Judicial review - Transfer is an exigency of
service - Unless an order of transfer is established to be malafide or contrary to a
statutory provision or has been issued by an authority not competent to order
transfer, Court in exercise of judicial review would not be inclined to interfere.

(S.C.) 699

Service - Withdrawal of resignation after acceptance - Not permissible.
(S.C.) 449

Specific performance - Ready and willing - Even in the absence of defence
put forth, plaintiff is required to prove his readiness and willingness and that aspect
of the matter is to be considered by Courts. (S.C.) 750
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Specific performance - Ready and willing - No document on record to
indicate availability of balance sale consideration on the date when plaintiff had
gone to office of sub-registrar and as on date of filing of suit property - Balance
amount deposited only after suit was decreed at the first instance and not as on
date of filing of suit - Readiness and willingness on part of plaintiff not proved -
Relief of specific performance set aside. (S.C.) 750

Statement u/s 161 Cr.P.C. as dying declaration - Condition of injured
was serious - Blood pressure was not recordable - Without getting opinion of
doctor that patient was in a fit condition for making statement his statement should
not have been recorded - Dying declaration does not meet the test of a verifiable
dying declaration. (S.C.) 136

Temporary injunction - Question of irreparable harm to a party complaining
of breach of contract does not arise if other remedies are available to the party
complaining of the breach. (S.C.) 259

Temporary injunction - Conduct of party seeking equitable relief of
injunction is also very essential to be considered. (S.C.) 259

Theft of sand - Sand excavated - It is a movable property or goods capable
of being stolen. (S.C.) 632

Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) - Prosecution of
Commissioner of City Municipal Council and Chief Officers of City Municipal
Council - City and Town Municipal Council is a body corporate - Provisions of the
Act can be resorted to for offences by body corporate. (S.C.) 037

Water bodies (Ponds and canals) - Lease to private industrialists -
Developing alternates area as a new water body - Scheme which extinguishes local
water bodies albeit with alternatives, as provided in the 2016 Government Order
by the State of U.P. are violative of Constitutional principles and are liable to be
struck down - Allotment of water bodies (both ponds and canals) is illegal and
same quashed. (S.C.) 167

Writ jurisdiction - Alternative remedy available - Principle that High Court
should not exercise its extraordinary writ jurisdiction when an efficacious alternative
remedy is available, is a rule of prudence and not a rule of law - Existence of such
remedy does not mean that jurisdiction of High Court is ousted. (S.C.) 415

Writ jurisdiction - Other remedies available - Writ petition is maintainable
when action of State or its instrumentality is arbitrary and unreasonable and, as
such, violative of Art.14 of Constitution of India. (S.C.) 660

Writ petition - Disputed questions of fact - Can be considered only when
same do not require elaborate evidence - Such plenary power has to be exercised
by High Court in exceptional circumstances. (S.C.) 660

Writ petition to quash FIR - High Court does not adjudicate correctness
of allegations in an FIR in proceedings u/art 226 of Constitution - Court may only
intervene in exceptional cases, if allegations made in FIR ex facie do not disclose
any offence at all. (S.C.) 727

Written statement - Commercial disputes are governed by CPC as amended
by S.16 of Commercial Courts Act and all other non commercial disputes fall
within ambit of unamended (or original) provisions of CPC. (S.C.) 445
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